❏

❏
❏
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27 When the partially broken top of the tree is in contact with the
ground, cut away the top where it comes into contact with the
ground and any accessible branches (see Figure 2).
28 Where possible remove the broken portion using a winch.

29 Do not work under the broken top and be aware of the
direction in which the top may fall.

30 Fell the upright section of the stem using normal felling
techniques. The felling direction should be at right angles to
the broken portion if still attached. Be sure it is secure before
work starts (see Figure 2).

Further reading

Using petroldriven chainsaws
Basic chainsaw felling and manual takedown
Chainsaw snedding
Chainsaw crosscutting and manual stacking
Chainsaw felling of large trees
Tophandled chainsaws
Use of winches in directional felling and takedown
Emergency planning
Electricity at work: Forestry and arboriculture
First aid at work: Your questions answered
Managing health and safety in forestry
Chainsaws at work
Protect your hearing or lose it!

AFAG301
AFAG302
AFAG303
AFAG304
AFAG307
AFAG308
AFAG310
AFAG802
AFAG804
INDG214
INDG294
INDG317
INDG363

These publications are available from HSE Books - see ʻFurther informationʼ.
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Figure 2 Felling a broken tree

Notes

Cut top where
it is in contact
with the ground
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Further information
HSE priced and free publications can be viewed online or ordered from
www.hse.gov.uk or contact HSE Books, PO Box 1999, Sudbury, Suffolk
CO10 2WA Tel: 01787 881165 Fax: 01787 313995. HSE priced publications
are also available from bookshops.
For information about health and safety ring HSE’s Infoline
Tel: 0845 345 0055 Fax: 0845 408 9566 Textphone: 0845 408 9577
email: hse.infoline@natbrit.com or write to HSE Information Services,
Caerphilly Business Park, Caerphilly CF83 3GG.

This leaflet contains notes on good practice which are not compulsory
but which you may find helpful in considering what you need to do.
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Broken trees

Chainsaw clearance
of windblow

Introduction

This leaflet applies to the manual harvesting of areas where the
majority of adjacent trees have been windblown or broken and also to
sporadic windblow, within or outside standing crops. Mechanised
systems should be considered as a safer alternative.
It does not apply to sprung-rooted, partially blown trees that may be
dealt with using the techniques described in AFAG leaflet 302 Basic
chainsaw felling and manual takedown.

You can use this leaflet, along with the chainsaw manufacturerʼs
handbook, as part of the risk assessment process to help identify the
controls to put in place when using a chainsaw to clear windblow.

You must also assess the effect of the site and the weather as well as
following this guidance.

All operators must have had appropriate training in how to operate the
machine and how to carry out the tasks required (see HSE leaflet
INDG317 Chainsaws at work).

For guidance on personal protective equipment (PPE), the machine,
preparing to work, maintenance, fuelling and starting procedures see
AFAG leaflet 301 Using petroldriven chainsaws. For guidance on
safe use of winches see AFAG leaflet 310 Use of winches in
directional felling and takedown.
Warning: This operation is very hazardous. Assess every situation
carefully. The guidance should be understood and applied in
conjunction with that given in other leaflets in the AFAG 300 series.

General advice

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏

Working

❏

❏

❏
❏

❏

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏

9 A safe method of operation for the work to be done must be
agreed to ensure that a safe working distance can be maintained
between workers and between workers and machinery (outside
the risk zone of the machines being used).
10 When felling or taking down standing, leaning or broken
stems, ensure no other person is closer than twice the length of
the tree to be felled.

❏

❏

11 Select and clear suitable escape route(s).

12 Clear debris and obstructions to create an adequate working
area and check for small trees pinned by the windblown trees.
Relieve tension in these before dealing with the larger ones.

13 Look out for dead wood, insecure branches and broken tops
both in the windblown trees to be severed, and in adjacent standing
trees. Be aware of unstable standing trees. Be constantly aware of
the likely danger, especially when the tree begins to move.
14 Be alert to the possibility of stem movement caused by
pressure of, or removal of, other material.

15 When the root plate overhangs your work position, anchor it
back securely before severing the stem.
16 Adopt a secure and balanced stance.

17 Do not use the saw above shoulder height.

18 When severing a stem, always make the initial cut into the
compression wood.

❏

❏
❏
❏

❏

19 Ensure that severing cuts at the butt end of the stem are as
close to the root plate as practicable.

20 All cuts must be watched carefully to ensure the expected
reaction is occurring. In particular, be aware of hidden side
tension or twisting that may result in the cut pinching on one side
of the stem.

21 On bent stems and branches, identify where tension and
compression wood occurs. Remember that enormous power may
be released by cutting into the tension wood of even relatively
small material.

22 When there is a danger that the stem may spring upwards,
make the final severing cut into the tension wood at least 25 mm
away from the first (compression) cut and into the part of the stem
that is least likely to move (see Figure 1). A series of cuts may be
made on the compression side to relieve excessive tension in
the stem.
23 When side tension is present in a stem, stand on the
compression wood side to make the final cut.

24 At any time when side tension is considerable, restrain the
stem with a winch.

25 When the stem diameter is greater than the guide bar
length, a reducing cut should be made which leaves the
remaining portion slightly less than the effective guide bar
length.

26 Make every effort to replace the root plate once the stem
is severed.

1 NEVER work in windblow on your own.

2 Ensure you hold the appropriate competency in windblow for
the task you are undertaking.

cut 2

3 Do not walk or work under unstable windblown trees or root
plates.

cut 2

4 Avoid walking along the stems or branches of windblown
trees.

5 When working in windblow in conjunction with machinery an
agreed system of work and a suitable system of communication
must be identified.

Preparing to work

25 mm

7 Whenever practicable you should work from butt to tip.

cut 1

6 Establish safe access and egress on the worksite.

8 Check that all necessary aid tools including winches are
readily available and in a serviceable condition.

Figure 1 Severing cuts
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